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In

1969 Samuel Beckett published a short book, Sans; his English translation,
Lessness, appeared the following year.1 Lessness takes up a continuing story where
Beckett's previous short fictions ImaginationDead Imagine (1965) and Ping (1966) left
off. In these works first two naked bodies, then only one, lie in a tomb-like, womb-like
structurewhere the light waxes and wanes inexplicablyand an unspecifiedevent, "ping,"
occurs irregularly.In Lessness the structurehas fallen into ruin, exposing the naked figure
to the elements. The story line is pretty minimal,and so are the texts: ImaginationDead
Imagine about 1,100 words, Ping about 1,000, Lessness about 1,500. ImaginationDead
Imagine is conventional though elliptic in its syntax; Ping and Lessness mark a stylistic
departure.The remarksthat follow concern the structureof Lessness but may be taken
over, with minor modifications, to Ping.
Lessness displays featuresnot often encounteredin connected discourse. The most
notable is finiteness: whereas normal discourse draws upon a word-stock which in any
theorizing must be treated as infinite, Lessnessclearly signalsthat its word-stockis finite.
The signal is this: whereas in normal discourse each extension of the length of the text
adds, though more and more slowly, to the number of different lexical items called on
(the phenomenon describedin the so-called Zipf-MandelbrotLaw), Lessnesscalls on 166
lexical items in its first half and not a single new one in its second half; furthermore,it
displays (flaunts?) a compositional procedurewhich would allow it to extend its length
almost infinitely without drawingon new items. Words770-1,538 of the text turn out to
be nothing but words 1-769 in a new order. It is this fact which suggestsa mathematical
approach to the text, an approach not only via the mathematics of indeterminacy,
namely probability theory, which we use to compare properties of an infinite set (a
language)with those of a finite subset (a text in that language),but also via combinatorial
mathematics. A mathematical approach of some kind is certainly invited by a work
which, like the combinatorialpoems of Emmett Williams,overlaysnaturalsyntax with its
own syntax of combination, thereby pushing into the foregroundits rule-governedness
and presentingitself as linguistic game ratherthan linguisticexpression.
Here, first of all, is a taste ofLessness. I quote paragraphs1 and 22 entire.
Ruins true refuge long last towardswhich so many false time out of mind. All sides
endlessness earth sky as one no sound no stir. Grey face two pale blue little body
heart beating only upright. Blacked out fallen open four walls over backwardstrue
refuge issueless.
1Lessness London: Calder & Boyars, 1970.
J.M. Coetzee is a lecturer in English at the University of Cape Town.
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Slow black with ruin true refuge four walls over backwardsno sound. Earthsky as
one all sides endlessnesslittle body only upright. One step more one alone in the
sand no hold he will make it. Ash grey little body only uprightheartbeating face to
endlessness. Light refuge sheer white blank planes all gone from mind. All sides
endlessnessearth sky as one no sound no stir.

We notice two kinds of repetition: of entire sentences (e.g., sentence 2 of paragraph1,
sentence 6 of paragraph22), and of phrases-"true refuge,""little body," etc. Repetition
is the basic principleof constructionin Lessness.
Repetition ofsentences. Lessnessconsists of 120 sentences,the second 60 repeating
the first 60 in a new order.Is there a rulebehind this re-orderingor is it random?We can
give a mathematicalanswer to the question if we reformulateit in this way: is there
enough informationin the orderof the sentences (as distinct from their internalstructure
or meaning) to specify a determinaterelation between the first orderingand the second?
To measurethe degree of relation we use the Spearmanrank correlationcoefficient. We
use the value computed to test the hypothesis that there is no relation between the
orderings, and discover that the hypothesis cannot be dismissed with any acceptable
degree of certainty.2 Thus we infer that either the second 60 sentences are an effectively
random re-ordering of the first 60, or there is a relation between the orderings
discoverableonly at a semantic level or possibly at the level of the internalstructuresof
the sentences.
Repetition of phrases. The unit of combinationin Lessnessis not the word but the
phrase of one or more words. The rudimentary,nominalized syntax of the work allows
these phrasesto be used invariantly(i.e., without morphologicalor other change)and in
almost any position in the sentence. To isolate the phrasalvocabulary, we proceed as
follows. Let
W1,W2,

... , Wi-l,

Wi, ... , Wj, Wj+l,

... , W,

stand for a sequence of n words constituting one sentence of a set of sentences S. Then
we call the subsequence (wi, ...,
a phrase of S if it (a) does not have the same
it occurs (unless i=l) and (b) does not have the same
left-hand neighbor wi_ every time wi)
right-hand neighbor wj+l every time it occurs (unlessj=n). We now use an algorithm
adapted from constituent analysis to segment the text and isolate the phrases. The
algorithm has several alternative forms. (1) We can begin with the single word as first
approximation to the phrase and proceed to test left- and right-hand neighbors,
incorporatinginvariantneighbors into the phrase in a series of further approximations
until the phrase attains its full size with variant neighbors. Thus, for example, endless
occurs in two environments,flatness endless little and flatness endless-(sentence end);
flatness endless, the second approximation,occurs in the environments-flatness endless
little and ruins flatness endless-;therefore we isolate flatness endless as a phrase. (2)
Alternatively, we can begin with the full sentence as our first approximationand, by a
process of testing and discardingleft- and right-mostmembers,eventually contract the
sequence to a phrase. However, neither (1) nor (2) is wholly satisfactory:(1) does not
produce a minimal segmentation (i.e., a segmentationinto the smallest possible number
of phrases) because it does not take account of the fact that the same word can occur
twice in a phrase(e.g., old love new love) or in different phrases(e.g., all calm, calm eye),
while (2) is too time-consuming. A preferable form of the algorithm is therefore a
modification of (1) in which we make an initial segmentationof the text by hand (and
ear and eye) and use these segments as first approximations.The task is not difficult,
since for the most part phraseboundariescoincide with rhythmic boundaries;this is the
2 The value of the coefficient is 0.1043, with 58 degrees of freedom. This value is non-significant
even at a 10 percent level of probability.
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most "natural"feature of Lessness, one that does much to save it from aridity. Using the
algorithm we then obtain an unambiguoussegmentation of the text into 106 different
phrases varying in length from 1 to 12 words and occurring, on an average,5.7 times
each. Since the segmentation of a long stretch of normal connected discourse rarely
produces a phraseof more than one word, the reductionof Lessnessto so small a number
of phrasesshows clearly that the phraseratherthan the word is its basic unit.
Having achieved a segmentation, we can proceed to describe further relations and
regularitiesamong phrasesand sentences at a formallevel.
Rule I. If P1 and P2 are any two phrases,there exists a phraseP3 such that P1 and
P3 co-occur in some sentence Si and P2 and P3 co-occur in some sentence Si.
From Rule I it follows that Lessness contains no closed subsets of phrases(i.e., sets of
phrases such that if any one member occurs in a given sentence then all the other
members occur there too), and hence no closed subsets of phrases with nothing in
common with the rest of the text. Every phrase is at most only one jump from every
other phrase, so that we can interpret Rule I as stating that Lessnessis a single semantic
unit without independentsubunits.
Rule II. Given any sentence S, there exist at most three other sentences S2, S3,
and S4 such that is contained in the union of S2, S3, and Sg. (This rule does not
hold for sentencesS1
with unique phrasesor for sentence 52 and its twin.)
The union of S2, S3, and S4 is the set of all phrasesthat belong to any of these sentences.
Rule II states that (with the exceptions noted) any sentence can be reconstituted from
the parts of at most three other sentences (in most cases only two are needed), that is, it
restates in more precise terms the intuition we have, readingLessness,that the sentences
grow out of each other.
While there are no closed subsets of phrases(Rule I), a given phrasemay be bonded
more closely with certain phrases than with others. Thus we have the phenomenon of
clustering: certain groups of phrasestend to recur within sentences, as in the following
case ( i is a phraseboundarymarker:the markerafter "as" in sentence 19 shows that the
algorithm often shifts markers into syntactically unnatural positions to minimize the
numberof phrases):
19.
26.
44.

Little body I same grey as Ithe earth Isky Iruins Ionly upright.
No sound Inot a breath I samegrey Iall sides Iearth I sky Ibody I ruins.
Flatnessendless Ilittle body i only uprightI same grey I all sides Iearth I sky I
body I ruins.

Sentences 19 and 44 share 4 phrases(plus 2 close variants).Sentences 26 and 44 share6
phrases.If we extend our scan outward,we find that sentences 19 and 42 share3 phrases,
sentences 42 and 18 share 2 phrases,sentences 18 and 8 share 3 phrases,and so forth.
The implication is clear, and is in fact a consequenceof Rule I: we can close the ring over
the entire text by simply following any stringof non-nullintersections.
The third unit of structure is the paragraph.The following results, in summary,
hold for the paragraph:
1. A chi-squaretest shows that there is no statistical reason for rejectingthe hypothesis
that phrasesare distributedrandomlyover paragraphs.
2. Cases are very rareof a given paragraphnot havingat least one phrasein common with
every other paragraphin the same half of the work (6 out of 132).
3. If we follow clustersof 2, 3, 4,... phrasesacrossthe 24 paragraphs,we find that they
do not fall into any of such elementarypatternsas, for example, 1010... (occurrence
in every second paragraph), 1001001... (occurrence in every third paragraph),
11001100..., etc. This is partly a consequence of Rule I, which says that no phrase
clustersform closed subsets, partly a reflectionof(1) above.
These results show that the paragraphis not a different kind of structuralelement from
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the sentence, for example a hierarchicallyhigher element: at the level of combinatorial
rules (though not necessarily at the level of the semantic structure of the text as
discourse)it is nothing but a sequence of sentences.
Interpretation. Beckett's most recent fictions, the Residua, of which Lessness is
one, portray an existence whose conditions are stripped further and further down. The
blank walls and white light of the earliertomb/womb existence are "all gone from mind"
and perhaps only after all "figments." Whatis left is "ruins true refuge," sky and sand
extending endlessly and a still body. The alternating darkness and light, or "ping" and
silence, of the previous existence are replaced by day and night, the only events to
differentiate a world of stasis. But this pair as well, "figment dawn dispellerof figments
and the other called dusk" (the last sentence of the book), is suspected of being not
events out there but events belongingto a third level of imaginingconsciousness.The first
level of this consciousness contains a past wombexistence, a set of figments. The second
level contains the figments of the new fiction Lessness that the consciousness now
inhabits: ruins, sand, body, etc. The thirdlevel contains only the pair dawn-dusk,each of
which eventually cancels both the other and the figments for which the other is
responsible. In view of Beckett's reliance on contrasted pairs as formalstarting-pointsto
other works (Molloy-Moranin Molloy, the mirror-pairSam-Wattin Watt),I suspect we
are not far wrong in readingthe first half of Lessness as figments of day and the second
half as figments of night, or vice versa. Each set is simply a re-arrangementof the other,
neither being primary. In the end the two halves of the book reciprocallycancel each
other, and we are left with a fiction of net zero on our hands, or rather with the
obliteratedtraces of a consciousnesselaboratingand dismissingits own inventions.
It is here that our formal analysis comes to have some criticaluse. Wehave shown
that there are no determinate principles of ordering among phrases, sentences, or
paragraphs,yet that all are interdependent and connected. There is thus no principle of
hierarchyor priority among the components of the work. The following then seem to be
legitimate inferences. (1) There are millions of other possible re-orderingsof these
figments (fragments) of day/night and nothing to indicate that any one is more or less
valid as fiction than the orderingpublished.(2) Since any fragmentcan combine with any
other fragment, and since the 106 phrasalcomponents are not only formalelements but
also pretty irreducibleelements of meaning, composition is a combinatorialgame played
with creations of what I have called the second level of the imaginingconsciousness-a
level whose creations are finally dismissed as figments-and the upshot of the game is
nothing more than what Sam, in Watt, called "a pillow of old words."(3) The residueof
the fiction is then not the final disposition of the fragmentsbut the motions of the
consciousness that disposes them accordingto the rules we have traced, and no doubt to
others we have failed to trace. The subject of Lessness is the plight of consciousnessin a
void, compelled to reflect on itself, capable of doing so only by splitting itself and
recombining the fragments in wholes which are never greater than the sums of their
parts. This endless enterpriseof splitting and recombiningis language,and it offers not
the promise of the charm,the ever-awaitedmagicalcombinationthat will bringwealth or
salvation,but the solace of the game, the killing of time.
A note on programming.After the initial segmentationof the text, and aside from
the various statistical tests, all the proceduresinvolved in the computer-assistedanalysis
of Lessness are based on scans of one kind of another of a 60 x 106 matrix of sentence
numbers against phrase numbers. This matrix, the 1 x 60 table that tells us how the
sentences are re-orderedin the second half of the work, and the 2 x 12 table that tells us
where paragraphbreaks occur, constitute the data of our analysis. The operation that
consumes most machine time is the verification of Rule II, where we test that each
sentence is contained in the union of at most three others. The FORTRAN programming
is quite elementary.Total runningtime on a Univac 1106 is about 30 minutes.

